FICTION

F Aus  Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
F Bak  The Little Giant of Aberdeen County by Tiffany Baker
F Bro  People of the Book by Geraldine Brooks
F Cle  Little Bee by Chris Cleaver
F Dai  Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress by Sijie Dai
F For  Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet by Jamie Ford
F Gen  Still Alice by Lisa Genova
F Gho  Sea of Poppies by Amitav Ghosh
F Gib  Ellen Foster by Kaye Gibbons
F Gla  Three Junes by Julia Glass
F Had  The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time by Mark Haddon
F Har  Just Too Good to be True by E. Lynn Harris
F Ish  The Remains of the Day by Kazuo Ishiguro
F Kid  The Secret Life of Bees by Sue Monk Kidd
F Lah  Unaccustomed Earth by Jhumpa Lahiri
F Lee  To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
F Liv  The House on Fortune Street by Margot Livesey
F McCa The Limpopo Academy of Private Detection by Alexander McCall Smith